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Introduction 

Cranleigh Prep School aims to encourage pupils to adopt the highest standards of behaviour, principles 

and moral standards.  We aim to promote trust, mutual respect for everyone. We believe that good 

relations, good manners and a secure learning environment play a crucial part in the development of 

intellectually curious pupils, who are motivated to become life-long learners. We develop qualities of 

team-work and leadership through our extensive programme of extra-curricular activities.   

Cranleigh Prep School is an inclusive community.  We welcome pupils from a wide variety of ethnic and 

social backgrounds and faiths.  We treat everyone as an individual, aim to develop the whole person 

equipped to take his/her place in the modern world. 

Cranleigh Prep School community of Governors, staff, parents and pupils adhere to a code of conduct, 

rather than to lists of rules.  We see education as a partnership.  Our staff are committed to excellence, 

aiming to achieve a spirit of trust and cooperation.  We expect the highest values and standards of 

behaviour both inside and outside the classroom, as well as outside the school and in any written or 

electronic communication concerning the school.   

Aims and Expectations 

Our aim is that all of the pupils should be able to behave in socially acceptable ways.  Our Core Values 

statement is important for all. It is displayed throughout the school: 

Cranleigh Prep School 

A soul and a spirit that inspires 

With Kindness and Tolerance 

With Courtesy and Respect 

With Safety and Enthusiasm 

With Honesty and Humility 

Through Listening and Learning 

 

We expect pupils to treat staff and each other with consideration and good manners and to respond 

positively to the opportunities and demands of school life.  They should follow the school’s Rules and 

Codes of Behaviour, as set out in their Prep Diaries. 

Everyone has a right to feel secure and to be treated with respect, particularly the vulnerable. 

Harassment and bullying will not be tolerated.  Our Anti-bullying policy can be read on the school website.  

The school is strongly committed to promoting equal opportunities for all, regardless of race, gender or 

physical disability. 

We expect pupils to be ready to learn and to participate in school activities. They should attend school 

and lessons punctually and follow the school’s attendance policy.  They should care for the buildings, 

equipment and furniture.  We expect pupils to behave at all times in a manner that reflects the best 

interests of the whole community. 

To be socially aware, we believe that children should be able to: 
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 treat other children and adults with respect  

 speak politely to other people  

 have self-confidence and high self-esteem.  

To encourage this, the staff will: 

 treat all children and adults with respect  

 speak politely to all other people  

 praise children’s efforts and achievements as often as they can  

 explain to children what they should have done or said when they have behaved inappropriately  

 tell parents about their child’s efforts and achievements  

 avoid using critical or sarcastic language.  

Cranleigh Prep School aims to raise the aspirations of all its pupils and to help them to appreciate that 

there are no barriers to their potential achievements both inside and outside the classroom.  Pupils are 

encouraged to take responsibility for their own learning.   We celebrate success, emphasise the positive 

and deal with the negative in a sensitive and tactful way.   Our Members of Common Room offer every 

child a high level of individual attention, together with consistent and helpful advice.  In return, we expect 

every pupil to cooperate and to work hard. 

In Lessons: 

 Members of Common Room are responsible for ensuring that good discipline is maintained at all 

times when teaching. This means that all pupils in the form are able to work without interference 

from others. 

 They ensure that lessons begin punctually. Pupils must be given a standing instruction that, 

should a teacher not have arrived five minutes after the beginning of a period, a representative of 

the class is to inform the Common Room. 

 They aim to establish a clear routine whereby trivial problems are corrected promptly, e.g. a pupil 

forgetting a book might be required to produce it to the person concerned later in the day. 

Members of Common Room must not be afraid to ask for advice or help from more senior 

colleagues. Discussion with Tutors at an early stage about problem pupils is highly 

recommended.  

 Prep must be consistently set and marked, in line with the Policy on “Preparation”. 

 Sending a pupil out of a lesson is a serious matter. In the event of this happening, the pupil must 

be taken to the Deputy Head or, in her absence, the Director of Studies or Senior Master. The 

pupil should not be left on his/her own. 

 A member of Common Room is never “off duty” as far as the appropriate behaviour or 

standard of dress is concerned. 

Power to use reasonable force   

 Members of staff have the power to use reasonable force to prevent pupils committing an 

offence, injuring themselves or others, or damaging property, and to maintain good order and 

discipline in the classroom 
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Sanctions 

The school’s Rules and Regulations are designed to encourage positive behaviour.  Parents and 

Guardians undertake to support the authority of the Head in enforcing them in a fair manner that is 

designed to safeguard the welfare of the community as a whole.   

The framework of the Core Values and Privilege Time helps the individual to know what is acceptable or 

not. Details of Sanctions are clearly outlined in the Rewards and Sanctions Policy. 

Academic detentions are given for repeated failure to complete work on time or to a satisfactory standard. 

An academic detention takes place at the end of the school day; a pupil, who has been given an 

academic detention, and his/her parents/guardians will be given 24 hours warning. 

Behavioural detentions occur when a pupil repeatedly gathers ‘Minutes’ for poor behaviour or is given 

more than is acceptable in one week. (Please see the Rewards and Sanctions Policy). A behavioural 

detention takes place at the end of the school day; a pupil, who has been given an behavioural detention, 

and his/her parents/guardians will be given 24 hours warning. 

When Poor Behaviour Does Occur: 

Pupils: 

 We will tell the pupil that it is wrong and explain what they should have done or said (or not said).  

 If the behaviour is repeated, we will give minutes from Privilege Time or his/her free time will be 

supervised. (See Rewards and Sanctions Policy)  

 We will also try to find out why the child is behaving in this way and then treat the situation 

accordingly.  

 If poor behaviour continues or a more serious offence is committed, further sanctions may be 

imposed and parents informed. 

 Further sanctions may include detentions or suspension from school, or in very serious cases, 

expulsion. (Please see Exclusion Policy) 

Behaviour out of school: 

 Members of staff can discipline pupils at any time the pupil is under their care, including on school 

visits.   

 Members of staff can also discipline pupils in certain circumstances when a pupil’s misbehaviour 

occurs outside of school including  misbehaviour when the pupil is:  

 taking part in any school-organised or school-related activity or   

 travelling to or from school or  

 wearing school uniform or  

 in some other way identifiable as a pupil at the school.  

 or misbehaviour at any time, whether or not the conditions above apply, that:  

 could have repercussions for the orderly running of the school or  

 poses a threat to another pupil or member of the public or  

 could adversely affect the reputation of the school.   
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Adults (parents or staff) 

 If the poor behaviour is by a member of staff, the Head or Deputy Head will speak to the member 

of staff in private as soon as possible.  

 If the poor behaviour involves a Member of Common Room or staff and it continues, a verbal or 

written warning may be given.  

 If the poor behaviour is by a parent, the Head will ask to speak to the parent away from the pupils 

or other parents and will endeavour to resolve the matter.  

Pupils can get help from a number of sources, which they are reminded about by tutors and in 

LEARNING for LIFE lessons. (See also the notices displayed around the school). The Form Tutor is the 

first point of contact in the resolution of these matters and the line Management is clearly laid out in the 

Management Flow Chart. 

Involvement of Parents: 

Parents and Guardians who accept a place for their child at Cranleigh Prep School undertake to uphold 

the school’s policies and regulations, including this policy.  They will support the school’s values in 

matters such as attendance and punctuality, behaviour, uniform/dress and appearance, standards of 

academic work, extra-curricular activities and homework/private study.   

Complaints Procedure 

We hope that you and your child do not have any complaints about the operation of our behaviour policy; 

but a copy of the School’s complaints procedure can be sent to you on request or can be downloaded 

from the VLE. If parents are not happy with the way that they or their child is treated by any member of 

the staff or other parent at the school, they should in the first instance make contact with the Form Tutor 

or Head of Lower, Middle or Upper School, who may then refer them to the Deputy Head or Head.  

In the event of a malicious allegation against a member of staff, the Headmaster will decide appropriate 

disciplinary action. 

This policy acknowledges the school’s legal duties under the Equality Act 2010, in respect of 

safeguarding and in respect of pupils with special educational needs.  It is published on the website and 

VLE and is readily available to all members of the Cranleigh Prep School community. 

See also:  
Rewards and Sanctions Policy 
Anti-bullying Policy 
Anti-cyberbullying Policy 
Concerns and Complaints Policy 
Expulsion, Removal and Review Policy 
Learning Support Policy 
Safeguarding (Child Protection) Policy 
Theft, Search & Confiscation Policy 
 
This policy is reviewed annually 
Last reviewed June 2016 

S D Gravill    Deputy Head 


